
Our company is looking for a senior accounts receivable. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior accounts receivable

Act as a strategic partner by initiating and leading cross-functional initiatives
to increase recurring revenue
Participate in monthly AR meetings to report on the status of aging dispute
cases and discuss recurring issues with particular dispute reasons and/or
particular customers
Be a continuous improvement leader! Recommend and lead kaizen events
where needed to implement process improvements
Train new hires in the business in coordination with their supervisors on SAP
dispute management policies and processes
Provide timely review of Collection Lists, Aging Reports and Deduction Claim
Reports to identify trends, and specific items to be addressed with customer
related to past due invoices, and deduction claims
Develop, monitor and enhance all AR internal controls and processes in
relation to the cash receipts, applications and collections functions
Well versed in credit and collections best practices
Drive and report on achievement of performance metrics for A/R Group to
the Director, Global Compliance, including A/R administration and collections
stats and trends
Supervise the effective investigation and resolution of issues interfering with
the proper application of cash receipts, including inadequate (or missing)
information on checks, incorrect set-up in the system
Ensure timely and accurate payment of all amounts/collections due

Example of Senior Accounts Receivable Job
Description
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Candidate must have an in-depth knowledge accounts receivable and related
functions and strong knowledge of interpreting government contracts
Must be able to communicate and provide excellent customer service skills
Academic background in Business Administration or similar
Highly oriented to detail, planning and organizing skills
Years of experience with PeopleSoft Financials Module
Extensive experience with the Wide Area Workflow Business Suite and the
Maryland Procurement Office with the intention of providing support to
financial initiatives within the company


